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L2 VERSION EVOLUTION 

1 

(EV)CAL (EV)QL (EV)SCI V4.0 

Instrumental wiggle 
correction V4.1.0 

Instrumental wiggle 
correction table update V4.1.1 

SST source updated to CMC V4.2.0 Uncertainty, 
RIM, spiciness V4.2.0 

V4.2.1 

V4.3.0 
OFF: SST based emissivity 
correction; Galactic 
symmetrization; I-U coupling 

V4.4.0 

Exponential gain drift correction HYCOM based Ta 
offset correction 

updated ancillary inputs and 
models for expected land 
surface Tb; radiometer flags set 
land RFI V4.4.0 

new galaxy and oxygen model, galactic symmetrization off;  
V4.5.0 Added RIM 1,3,5m below 

surface; Rad rain flag set  V4.5.0 

SST based emissivity correction off; replaced the golden section 
minimum search with the Brent algorithm in salinity retrieval V4.5.1 RIM salinity anomaly 

added V4.5.1 

roughness correction and emissivity correction off for cold surface 
updated L2 and L3 metadata for CF compliance. 

fixed the cold land/ice surface temperature and emissivity 



V4.5.1 DATA SET 

•  V4.5.1 
•  Updates to V4.2.1 (last cal/val meeting)  

•  updated ancillary inputs and models for expected land surface Tb.  (V4.4.0) 
•  Bit 22 (0-based) of the radiometer flags set land RFI, 1-3V:   339 K; 344 K; 350 K and 1-3H:   327 K; 321 K; 315 K  (V4.4.0) 
•  Bit 2 (0-based) of the radiometer flags set rain flag, with a threshold of instantaneous rain rate greater than 25mm/hr 
•  Rain Impact Model derived salinity with 1m, 3m, and 5m in depth under the surface in included in the L2 data.  
•  New roughness correction for reflected galactic signal; turned off galaxy symmetrization 
•  New model for atmospheric attenuation/emission due to Oxygen. 
•  L2 and L3 have CF compliant metadata. 
•  Eliminated roughness correction and empirical emissivity adjustment for invalid surface temperatures (<-9.98 degC).  

•  Updates to V4.5.0 
•  Turned off empirical SST and wind based emissivity adjustment; 

•  Latitudinal SSS biases still exist with new oxygen model 
•  Fixed SSS histogram by replacing the golden section minimum search with the Brent algorithm; 

•  No obvious changes in orbital or zonal bias behaviors 
•  Fixed the cold land/ice surface temperature and emissivity 
•  Added 4 RIM salinity anomaly products and removed RIM salinity for 1m, 3m and 5m below surface. 

•  L2 Products 
•  EVCAL: Instrumental wiggle correction 
•  EVQL: Instrumental wiggle correction + exponential drift correction 
•  EVSCI: Instrumental wiggle correction + exponential drift correction + 7 day average HYCOM derived dTa correction 

•  L3 for beams 1-3, ascending/descending, separated and combined.  
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EMPIRICAL CORRECTION EFFECTS ON TA 

V4.2.1-> V4.3.0(red)  QL V4.2.1 -> V4.5.1(red) QL 

Residual Ta biases are similar in all QL products, 4.2.1 through 4.5.1 
V4.5.1 annual pattern peaks are closer to V4.2.1 than V4.3.0 
*V4.3.0 is based on V4.2.1 with empirical corrections removed 
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NEW OXYGEN AND GALAXY MODEL EFFECTS ON TA MODEL 
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Changes from V4.4.0 to V4.5.1  
•  New roughness correction for reflected galactic signal; turned off galaxy symmetrization 
•  New model for atmospheric attenuation/emission due to Oxygen; turned off SST based emissivity adjustment 
•  0.05K offset; periodical effects 
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V4.4.0 -> V4.5.0 
Mean(bias), about the same, std(bias) increased,  all 
expected 

V4.4.0 -> V4.5.1 
V4.5.1 is similar to V4.5.0 5 

SSS - HYCOM 



DSSS COMPOSITE V4.5.1 EVSCI 
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Tilt up in year 3 & 4 for all beams 



DTF, DSSS LATITUDINAL VARIATIONS ARE OF SMALLER AMPLITUDES WITH V4.5.0 EVSCI;  
ALL 3 BEAMS BEHAVE SIMILARLY 
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- Over the latitude, SSS retrieval bias dynamic range increases as SST based adjustment turned off 
in V4.3.0 QL 
- High latitude biases are smaller with V4.5.1 EVSCI (new oxygen & galaxy model) 
- RIM reduced tropical biases 
- AQ-ARGO difference is smaller in south mid-latitude 
 



DTA AND DSSS V.S. LATITUDE RANGE 

At the range of +/- 45 deg latitudes, both global Ta biases and salinity retrieval biases approach 0 average for 
V4.2.1 and V4.3.0. This convergence is at +/- 30 deg for V4.5.0. Smaller biases are seen throughout the latitudinal 
range in V4.5.0. Due to removal of SST based adjustments, V4.5.1 has larger biases in lower lat ranges. 
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BACKUPS 
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AQ DATA VERSIONS 

•  V4.0 (May, 2015): 
•  V4.1.0 (Nov, 2015):  CAL with instrumental wiggle correction applied before linearity correction; 

 QL adding exponential drift correction to the ND brightness temp. 
•  V4.1.1 (Feb, 2016):  based on V4.1.0, updated the instrumental wiggle correction table 
•  V4.2.0 (Mar, 2016):  based on V4.0, updated SST source with CMC; added uncertainty, rain 

 impact model and spiciness products 
•  V4.2.1 (Mar, 2016):  based on V4.1.1, updated SST source with CMC; added uncertainty, rain 

 impact model and spiciness products 
•  V4.3.0 (Jul, 2016):  based on V4.2.1;  with the following 3 empirical correction removed,  

 Symmeterization;  SST correction;   Non-linear I-U coupling. 
•  V4.4.0 (Sep, 2016):  based on V4.2.1; updated ancillary inputs and models for expected land 

 surface Tb. Bit 22 (0-based) of the radiometer flags set land RFI, 1-3V 339 K; 344 K; 350 K 
 and 1-3H 327 K; 321 K; 315 K 

•  V4.5.0(Nov, 2016):  based on V4.4.0, EVCAL has instrumental wiggle correction, EVQL adds 
 absorption model with empirical galactic symmetrization off; addition of RIM salinity for 
 1m, 3m and 5m below surface; radiometer rain flag set using RIM instantaneous rain 
 rate;roughness correction and empirical emissivity adjustment is turned off for surface 
 temperature lower than -9.98degC; updated L2 and L3 metadata for CF compliance. 

•  V4.5.1(Dec, 2016): based on V4.5.0; turned off empirical emissivity adjustment; fixed SSS 
 histogram by replacing the golden section minimum search with the Brent algorithm; 
 fixed the cold land/ice surface temperature and emissivity; added 4 RIM salinity anomaly 
 products and removed RIM salinity for 1m, 3m and 5m below surface. 
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